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Friends and family gather in stately Graymoor Mansion to celebrate the holiday season, but a

blizzard traps them in the massive Victorian home Christmas Eve and all of Christmas Day. To

entertain themselves, the guests take turns sharing their Christmas memories and special

holiday stories. Join Sean, his family, and friends in their Christmas celebration. There’s plenty

of food, including wonderful desserts, Christmas cookies, and steaming hot cocoa to go with

this set of Christmas tales. This is a collection of previously unpublished Christmas tales to be

read year after year.

About the AuthorThis is the twentieth novel published by Mark A. Roeder. Information on

Mark's upcoming books can be found at markroeder.com and he can be reached directly at

markaroeder@yahoo.com. Those wishing to keep in touch with others who enjoy Mark's novels

can join his fan club at http: //groups.yahoo.com/group/markaroederfans. --This text refers to

the paperback edition.
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character. Sean Graymoor Mansion—December 24, 2010 I stood in the middle of a

whirlwind of activity in the dining room. Our Christmas guests were due to begin arriving in

only four hours and some would no doubt be early. Most of the preparations had been made

well in advance. The huge tree decorated with Victorian splendor stood in the parlor. Wreaths

had been placed on the doors. Cedar and Balsam boughs as well as holly decorated mantels

and door lintels. Hundreds of Christmas candles were ready to be lit. We’d spent days making

Christmas cookies, breads, and candies. Even now, Mom was in the kitchen with our head

chef, Martha Merlot, preparing a Christmas Eve feast. The scent of freshly baked bread,

roasting turkey, and sugar cookies wafted all the way into the dining room. Despite all our

efforts, there was still work to be done.My cousin Avery and Marshall were carrying in large

stacks of old Christmas china, decorated with holy and poinsettias, and setting the enormous

table. Basil was handling the silverware. My boyfriend, Nick was putting the finishing touches

to the centerpieces and setting a small, living cedar sapling at each place. Each tiny tree stood

only some eight inches high. The roots and a bit of earth were wrapped in burlap and closed

tight with a red ribbon. Dad and Skye were carrying in wood for the dining room and parlor

fireplaces. When we finished in the dining room, we’d move to the parlor and make sure

everything was just right there. “You call that working?” Skye asked as he sat down a huge log

and peered at me as I went over the guest list.“I’m just trying to make sure we haven’t left

anyone out.”“It’s a little late for that, don’t you think?” asked Skye. “Besides, it was your idea to

invite everyone.”“Not everyone, just those who are particularly special in our lives.”“Uh huh.

Read me the list then and I’ll see if I can think of anyone you forgot.”“Well, there’s everyone

who is already here. Then, there’s Oliver and Clay, Ethan, Nathan, Brendan, Casper, Uncle

Jack and Ardelene. Oh, and Casper’s brother, Jason. Dane, Tim, Shawn, Tristan, Devon, and

Zoë are coming, of course. We’re also expecting Jordan, Ralph, Ross, Kieran, Cedric, Chad,

and Thad. They’ll all be staying at least one night, as will Josiah, Graham, Bry, Angel, and

Kurt. Craig will be here, as will Marc, Percy, Daniel, and Tyler. Avery invited some of the

friends he works with at Phantom World, Toby, Krista, and Orlando, plus another friend, Eddie.

Lastly, there are the two special guests that I worked near a year to find, but their names aren’t

to be mentioned out loud. I want it to be a surprise for Ethan, Brendan, and the others.”“Yeah,

that’s just what I thought,” said Skye. “You invited everyone.”“Go lift something heavy!” I

said.Skye laughed and went on his way. I walked out into the hallway, examining the



decorations, trying to think if I’d forgotten anything. Mom had insisted that the decorations fit

the period of the house, which was Victorian. I had to admit the holly, mistletoe, and evergreen

boughs worked beautifully. Modern decorations just would not have looked right in the

Victorian mansion. I was going to miss the lights on the tree. I loved gazing at glowing lights

on a Christmas tree! I had to admit the tree was lovely without them, however. The main tree

in the parlor, standing more than sixteen feet tall was decorated with dozens of apples and

oranges, strings of popcorn and cranberries, and beautifully colored paper decorations the

likes of which were not made today. 
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friends he works with at Phantom World, Toby, Krista, and Orlando, plus another friend, Eddie.

Lastly, there are the two special guests that I worked near a year to find, but their names aren’t

to be mentioned out loud. I want it to be a surprise for Ethan, Brendan, and the others.”“Yeah,

that’s just what I thought,” said Skye. “You invited everyone.”“Go lift something heavy!” I

said.Skye laughed and went on his way. I walked out into the hallway, examining the

decorations, trying to think if I’d forgotten anything. Mom had insisted that the decorations fit

the period of the house, which was Victorian. I had to admit the holly, mistletoe, and evergreen

boughs worked beautifully. Modern decorations just would not have looked right in the

Victorian mansion. I was going to miss the lights on the tree. I loved gazing at glowing lights

on a Christmas tree! I had to admit the tree was lovely without them, however. The main tree

in the parlor, standing more than sixteen feet tall was decorated with dozens of apples and

oranges, strings of popcorn and cranberries, and beautifully colored paper decorations the

likes of which were not made today. Graymoor was so vast it was impossible to decorate the

entire house. Our efforts were focused on the front door, the parlor, the dining room, the main

stairway, the rooms that would be used by those Christmas guests staying the night, and the

hallways in between. Still, it had been a massive effort. Preparations had begun November

1st and were continuing up until the last minute.I walked up to the second floor. There were

wreaths on the doors and garlands hanging over each entryway. I imagined the mansion

looked much as it must have during the holiday season over one hundred years ago. Some of

the decorations, such as the richly colored Santas, angels, snowmen, and sleighs on the main

tree were from those long ago holiday seasons. They were found in the attic. Nothing in

Graymoor Mansion had ever been thrown away.I walked to one of the windows and gazed

across at the Natatorium. Despite the early afternoon hour, the gray snow clouds made it

seem like late evening outside. Rather than being gloomy, the dim light made the snow-

covered landscape tranquil and quiet. The lights from the Natatorium shown through the glass

walls and cast a homey glow that caught the falling snowflakes. Already, a blanket of snow had

covered the transparent roof. Inside, I could see large poinsettias, Norfolk pine decked out with

red ribbons, and Christmas wreaths. The snow was lovely, but it seemed to be falling faster

now. I hoped the roads weren’t getting slick. There were so many travelers on Christmas Eve,

including our own guests.Time slipped by and the appointed hour for the party grew near. I

walked into the enormous kitchen which was filled with the scents of cookies, roast turkey,

freshly baked rolls, and more delicious smells than I could begin to describe.“You’ll ruin your

supper,” said my mother as I bit into a reindeer sugar cookie.I was twenty-nine years old, but

sometimes my mother forgot twenty of those years. I grinned.“Not in the least,” I said. “Just

wait and see.”“Is anyone watching the front door?” Mom asked.“Etienne is keeping an eye on

it. Some of the others are still putting on last minute touches in the parlor. Don’t worry, we’ll

hear if anyone knocks and the door is unlocked.”I shook my head as I took another bite of

cookie and poured myself a small cup of hot cocoa. Anyone overhearing our conversation

would not think it odd in the least, but if they knew a bit more they would find it shocking we

spoke so causally about Etienne, for Etienne was unlike most of those in Graymoor. He was a

thirteen-year-old ghost, or a six-hundred-and-seventy-five-year-old ghost, depending on how

one looked at it. Etienne was thirteen when he died, back in 1348. How he came to be in

Graymoor Mansion in 2010 is a very long story, but he’d been a member of our family for some

years, unseen to be sure, but very much a part of things.I took my cocoa and what was left of

my cookie and walked into the parlor. I joined Nick in a loveseat by the fireplace. The fire

cracked and popped and the scent of wood smoke wafted out. I leaned over and gave Nick a

quick kiss on the lips. We’d been together since we were teenagers.“I’m sure I’ve forgotten



something,” I said.“Relax. It’s a Christmas party. Whether or not you’ve forgotten something,

we’ll have fun.”The knocker banged hard against the enormous oak front door.“That’s either

Jacob Marley or our guests,” said Marshall.“I’m sure you’re hoping for Jacob Marley,” said

Skye.Marshall was our resident expert on ghosts and all things supernatural. He and Skye had

been trading barbs since their high school years.I sat my cup on a marble-top table and walked

to the entrance of Graymoor. A cold gust of wind blew in when I opened the door.“Merry

Christmas,” Tristan said.“Merry Christmas, guys.”Shawn, Tristan, and Devon entered, shaking

snow off coats, scarves, and toboggans. I directed them to the den, which we were using as a

coat room. No sooner had they departed than there was another knock upon the door. I

opened it to find Uncle Jack and Ardelene. I ushered them in out of the cold. Jack was looking

older, but then at eighty-seven he was indeed old. He still helped out on the Selby Farm, run

now by Ethan and Nathan. Technically speaking, Jack was Ethan’s uncle only, but we all called

him Uncle Jack. Ardelene had come to be everyone’s aunt, too, but oddly enough no one

called her Aunt Ardelene. While Uncle Jack and Ardelene were settling in, there was yet

another knock at the door.“This is a bit like the unexpected party in The Hobbit,” I said. “Except

it’s been planned for weeks,” Skye said with a smirk.I opened the door to find Oliver and Clay.

In short order Ethan, Nathan, Brendan, Casper, Jason, Dane, Tim, Marc, Zoë, Craig, Percy,

Daniel, and Tyler arrived, some singly, others in twos or threes. It was already quite a merry

gathering.Avery’s friends were the next to arrive. I had not met Toby, Ian, Eddie, Krista, or

Orlando, but any friends of my cousin, who I considered my brother, were welcome. Devon

jumped into Krista’s lap the moment she sat down, giving her his vote of approval. I should

explain it was Devon, Basil’s Shih Tzu, not Devon, Tristan and Shawn’s son, who jumped into

Krista’s lap. The human Devon was far too busy hugging Craig, his boyfriend. Taylor, Basil’s

Yorkie, was not to be left out and descended upon Krista, too. “Boys, leave her alone,” Basil

said. “I’m most sorry, they’re rather enthusiastic about meeting new people and they seem to

especially like you.”“Oh, I love dogs!” Krista said. “They’re so cute!”Krista petted and nuzzled

the dogs, who ate it up. Devon and Taylor were already having a Merry Christmas.The next to

arrive were Josiah, Graham, and Bry. There is quite a story that goes along with those three,

but I’m afraid I have no time to tell it now. Let’s just say that each has a fascinating history and

lead very unusual lives and leave it at that. I was delighted to see them again and so was

Basil.Angel, Kurt, and Thad came in next. Angel and Kurt were some fifteen years younger

than Jack, but that still put them at about seventy-three so the older generation was well

represented. Thad was somewhat younger than my parents, but older than my friends. He

was a writer of supernatural tales and we’d spent long hours talking on his previous

visits.When Jordan and Ralph arrived, all attention was turned upon them, or rather upon their

five-year-old twin boys, Taylor and Mark. They were not identical twins. Taylor had blond hair

and Mark dark brown, but it was more than obvious they were brothers.“Uncle Tristan!” they

yelled when they spotted him and attacked.Colin, Skye’s nephew, arrived next. It was hard to

believe he was nineteen! He looked more like Skye’s son than his nephew, right down to the

same dark hair and exceptional body. Colin was home for the holidays from IU. I was so glad

he could be with us.Kieran and Natalie arrived soon after Colin. The pile of coats, scarves,

gloves, mittens, hats, and toboggans was growing. I didn’t know if we’d ever be able to sort

them all out at the end.“I should warn you, they’re coming. Their flight was due to land only

minutes after ours and we had a bit of trouble lining out our rental car,” Kieran said.I grinned. I

didn’t need him to tell me who “they” were. I wouldn’t have had time to ask even if I’d needed

to do so, for at that moment the front door flung open.“We’re here! Time to start the party!”

yelled Cedi.“Merry Christmas!” Ross yelled so loud I was afraid he’d make the children



cry.“Well there goes my Christmas wish,” Thad said.“Thad!”Cedi dashed for Thad and made a

running jump into his arms.“Are you never going to calm down?” Thad asked.“You know you

love it!” Cedi said.Thad only grinned.Chad arrived along with Cedi and Ross, but being much

quieter his entrance wasn’t as widely noticed. Brendan walked straight to him and gave him a

hug, however. They’re shared some adventures in their youth.Dave and his wife, Gwyn, made

a far calmer entrance a few minutes later, despite their thirteen-year-old twins, Ethan and

Nathan. Their nineteen-year-old son, Jeremy was with them too. He’d grown into a good

looking young man. I noticed both Skye and Skye’s nephew eyeing him and laughed to

myself. They were too much alike. Colin reminded me very much of Skye in his high school

years.That was everyone, except for two of Ethan and Brendan’s old high school friends that I’d

had a devil of a time tracking down. I hoped they arrived soon. The snow was coming down

hard and fast outside and Dave reported the roads were getting treacherous.I stood by the

door and gazed into the parlor. It was quite a merry gathering. Such a large number of guests

would have crowded an ordinary home, but Graymoor Mansion was anything but ordinary. The

vast size of the parlor made the more than three dozen guests seem like an intimate little

group. A feeling of warmth flowed through me as I gazed upon our guests. For the first time

nearly all of us were together. I intended to enjoy this celebration for I knew it was one of those

times that would never come again. The years had already flown by. It seemed as if one

moment I was in high school and the next I was standing in the entryway of Graymoor, only

months away from turning thirty. I smiled at what the teenage me would have thought of that.I

mingled through the gathering as everyone caught up on old times and made new

acquaintances. Avery had told me so much about Toby and the other friends he’d made over

the years working at Phantom World, the large theme park in southern Indiana, I felt like I knew

each of them. There were those like Colin, Skye’s nephew, that I’d watched grow up and then

there were the new members of our extended family, like Jordan and Ralph’s sons, Taylor and

Mark. Nick, my boyfriend, walked over to me as I stood watching the twins.“Thinking about

having kids?” he asked.“I’m nowhere near ready for that, if I’ll ever be. I can’t believe they’re

five already! I must be getting old. Mom and Dad told me time passes faster the older one

gets.”“You’re looking good for an old man.”I grinned.“Then there is Skye who could best be

described as unchanged,” I said.“Well, Skye is Skye. There’s no other way to explain him,” said

Nick. “It’s nice to have everyone here isn’t it? We see a lot of our friends so rarely and some

barely at all.”I put my arm over Nick’s shoulder and hugged him to me as we both gazed at the

mingling guests, all talking and laughing and enjoying themselves. Martha tapped a silver

spoon against a glass to get everyone’s attention and the room immediately quieted down.“If

everyone would like to move into the dining room, supper is served.”“Let’s go see if Mom and

Martha need help,” I said.Nick followed me into the kitchen. A platter of roast turkey was

immediately placed into my hands and Nick was presented with an enormous bowl of herbed

mashed potatoes.“It’s a good thing you’ve been working out with Skye,” I said as Nick struggled

under the load.Luckily, most of the items for the Christmas feast were already set out as a

buffet at the side of the dining room. In addition to the turkey and mashed potatoes, there was

ham, sweet potatoes, green beans, corn, cranberry sauce, broccoli-casserole, sage dressing,

freshly baked yeast rolls, and more dishes than I could name. There were a few things I

couldn’t even identify, but Martha was an incredible cook so I knew everything would be

tasty.The desserts were missing, but only because they would be served a bit later in the

parlor. I’d caught sight of the dessert selection in the kitchen and it was beyond impressive. I

almost didn’t want to eat supper so I could try more desserts, but the buffet was calling to

me.The dining room table was enormous and we very nearly filled it. There was some visiting



and laughing at the table, but mostly we were all too busy eating. I used the opportunity to look

around at our guests. I knew most of them, of course, but I didn’t get to see them as often as I

liked. Others, like Angel and Kurt, I’d barely met. A few I didn’t recognize at all. It was

sometimes difficult to figure out who was with whom. This evening needed its own program

explaining all the various relationships.I gazed at the snowflakes as they were caught by light

shining through the windows. The snow was coming down thick and fast and gathering on the

window panes. The fireplace crackled merrily and I felt so comfy and cozy just then I could

have settled in for a long winter’s nap, just like in ‘Twas the Night Before Christmas. The falling

snow worried me a bit too. Some of our guests had come from far away and I didn’t like to

think of them driving home in the snow. Of course, Graymoor Mansion was a bed & breakfast,

so we were more than capable of finding a bed for everyone if travel became too difficult.

Some of our guests, such as Angel and Kurt, Jordan and Ralph and their boys were staying

over already. I intended to offer a room to any and all who didn’t want to brave the weather

later tonight. I put it out of my mind. Nick sometimes called me a worrier and he was right.I

looked up to see a group of four newcomers enter the dining room. Their coats and toboggans

were snow dusted.“Brandon! Jon!” Ethan said in surprise. “I can’t believe it!”Soon, the

newcomers were surrounded by Ethan, Nathan, Brendan, Casper, Tristan, Shawn, Tim, Marc,

and Dane, who had all attended Verona High School with Brandon and Jon back in the

1980s.“How did you get here?” Brendan asked.“Sean arranged it.”The whole group looked at

me, so I stood and walked over. I’d never met Brandon or Jon, but I’d talked to them on the

phone and had heard plenty of tales about them over the years.“I thought it might make a nice

Christmas surprise,” I said.“This is incredible,” Ethan said.Ethan hugged Brandon tightly. “Is this

Mark?” Ethan asked, looking at a handsome boy of about sixteen who stood near

Brandon.Brandon nodded.“I haven’t seen you since you were this tall,” said Ethan, holding his

hand at chest height.I could see the resemblance between Brandon and his son. Both were

tall, good looking, and nicely built.Ethan looked at the boy standing by Mark’s side.“Jared, I

haven’t seen you for years either, but I’d recognize you anywhere. You look just like your

dad.”“Gee, thanks so much,” Jared said, but then grinned.Jared had coal black hair, brown

eyes, and a muscular build. Jon could almost have passed for Jared’s older brother if it wasn’t

for the gray in his hair.“Where’s everyone else?” Brendan asked.“The wives are with the

younger kids at their mother’s,” Brandon said. “When we received Sean’s invitation, Jon and I

talked it over and decided we couldn’t miss out on this. Our other halves didn’t want to be

away from their families for the holidays so here we are.”Devon approached the group

tentatively. Devon’s story was long and complicated indeed and I don’t have time to relate it

here, but suffice it to say that Devon had not always gotten along well with Brandon and

Jon.Brandon gazed at him as he approached and I tensed for a moment, but then Brandon

nodded and smiled briefly. He shook Devon’s hand. Jon, too, greeted Devon, and Devon

looked much relieved.Mark and Jared took their dad’s coats and toboggans. While Jon and

Brandon grabbed up plates, I led the boys toward the den to add to the mountain of

outerwear. “So you guys live near each other?” I asked.“Same town,” Mark said.“Have you

been to Verona before?” I asked.“Yes, but I can’t remember it well. Dad is always talking about

his high school days, so I wanted to come and have a look.”“Same here,” Jared said. “I was

also eager to escape from Christmas at Grandmother’s. Wow, this place is incredible. Is it

yours?”“My parents, actually. I’ll give you a tour sometime later, but right now everyone is

eating.”“We don’t want to miss that!” Mark said.“You won’t. We’ll be eating for hours.”We

rejoined the group in the dining room and supper continued. I relaxed. Now that we were all

here, the snow outside seemed beautiful and no longer so menacing.
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The Very Troublesome Ghoulish Bizarre Boy, Do You Know That I Love You

Edward Batten, “Perfect tools for any coconut. This set of coconut tools makes accessing fresh,

sweet coconut water easy. It also has tools to help remove coconut fruit. Different tools work

best with certain coconuts, so check out Youtube tutorial videos. Both Mexican brown coconuts

and Thai young sweet coconuts are delicious and well worth the price of this set!!”

Love Hard, “My life is changed. Now I eat coconut everyday very easy and no mess”

eggstone, “Easy to use if you need to crack a few coconuts. Wow this is a life saver for opening

the coconut. Just put the ring in and hammer to the right depth and scoop and done! Be gentle

to avoid splitting and getting the coconut meat out is a bit tricky depending on the ripeness of

the fruit. Sometimes it’s hard to get all the white meat alone but it’s not a fault for the tool.”

Muhammad Raafi, “Handy. This handy set is perfectly useful for opening coconuts. Comes with

sturdy tools and bag for storage. I would also say, " it's a nice bargain".”

Michelle Lovett, “Makes coconuts opening easy. We just purchased a house with coconut tree

in back yard and wanted to open the nuts. It works great easy to get the green open get

coconut water for kids to drink out of and easy to get meat out once they are done.”

Maynard A Holmes, “Excellent product. You get the most accessories for the price”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Superb.. Here I sit in the middle of the pandemic lockdown, I'm high risk

being 71, and the stories are simply beautiful. A couple, especially "The Christmas Box" ,

brought me to tears even though we approach mid-summer, this would be an ideal Xmas

present book.”

Klaus Kreitz, “Wonderfully Merry!. Wonderful selection of Christmas story, plus a gathering of

long-familiar friends with their now-extended families. Mark Roeder weaves his uniquely

magical storytelling into this collection of holiday season tales.  Glorious and Merry!”

The book by Mark Roeder has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 14 people have provided feedback.
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